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zation. A key element in our analysis is the OCE (ordinal certainty equivalent) representation of preferences over certain-uncertain consumption pairs developed in
Selden [30] . This proposed alternative to the standard two-period expected utility model is based on a set of conditional second-period expected utility functions and a two-period ordinal time preference index. The resulting OCE representation includes the TPC paradigm as a limited special case. The latter requires additional axiomatic structure which results in a specific, strong interdependence between risk and time preferences (cf., Rossman and Selden [26] ). Consistent with much of the literature on the joint consumption-portfolio problem, we shall assume in this article that periodtwo risk preferences are independent of first-period consumption.
In the next section, we discuss notation and formally define the joint consumptionportfolio problem together with the standard TPC formulation. The OCE representation hypothesis is reviewed in section 3. Then in section 4 we formulate the OCE approach to the joint decision problem and provide a graphical analysis. The notions of financial and consumption opportunity sets are introduced in section 5 together with several results on their shape. The final section examines the consumerinvestor's personal equilibrium under our new formulation and also compares it with the standard characterization. We conclude the article with a numerical example based on an OCE representation defined by logarithmic risk preferences and CES (constant elasticity of substitution) time preferences. A set of unique consumption and portfolio optima, depending continuously on the value of the elasticity of substitution, is obtained. Only one element in this set of optima corresponds to a TPC representation. Consider the case of an economic agent endowed with Y1 units of first-period consumption and possessing intertemporal consumption preferences which are "twoperiod myopic." He only cares about consumption in the first and second time periods and has no bequest motive. This individual confronts the fundamental intertemporal allocation problem of determining both an optimal plan for consumption in time periods one and two and an optimal program for investing his unconsumed period-one endowment in the set of one risk-free2 and m-1 risky securities. The realized returns on these assets provide him with second-period consumption (for simplicity, we assume no second-period endowment).
Before formally characterizing this joint decision problem, let us first set forth the following standard market structure or institutional assumption: Assumption 1. (1) There exist current markets for both the current consumption commodity and also all investment securities; (2) there exist riskless bonds, denoted asset F, that one can borrow or lend in unlimited quantities at the market risk-free rate of interest there are also no restrictions on short sales of the risky financial assets; and (3) all economic agents act as price takers in both the consumption and financial securities markets, which are costless barter markets (i.e., "transactions perfect").
Definition 1. The consumption-portfolio decision problem for an individual is:
Find that (cl*, n*, nF*) which for him "produces" a consumption plan (c1*, c2*) that is "preferred" to all other feasible consumption plans.
All starred variables will be understood to be optimal in the sense of this definition.
Definition 1 implies that the criterion of optimality is some (presumably wellbehaved) complete preference preordering3 over a set of possible certain first-period and random second-period consumption pairs. However, it leaves unanswered what is an acceptable representation of preferences. One way of answering this question is to assume that there exists a TPC, von Neumann-Morgenstern utility function W. One can then formulate the consumption-portfolio decision in the following conventional fashion (see, e.g., [ 'Although the topic of market equilibrium is not broached in this paper, it is nevertheless important to understand that eF is the basic exogenous datum. Equilibrium determines the current price and then the "equilibrium" yield may be computed RF = eF/pE 2For the purposes of this paper, we choose not to employ the generalization of Black [3] based on the assumption of no riskless asset F.
A preference relation over some set Z is said to be complete if every pair of elements z' and z" in Z satisfies zt < z't, z't < zt, or zt z't. The relation is called a preordering if it is transitive and reflexive. See Debreu [5] .
OCE UTILITY
In this section we summarize the OCE representation results obtained in Selden [30] . Let us continue to suppose that c, and c2 denote real consumption in timeperiods one and two. Let 
FORMULATION AND GRAPHICAL EXPOSITION
In this section, we show that under suitable conditions the joint consumptionportfolio decision can be split, both analytically and graphically, into two distinct but generally interdependent optimization problems. the conditional portfolio and consumption-savings problems. In later sections this separation will enable us on the one hand to utilize a number of results from both the one-period portfolio and multiperiod (certain) consumption theories, and on the other to generalize much of the classic Fisherian consumption-savings analysis to our uncertain setting. Throughout we assume the consumer's preferences over "certain-uncertain" consumption pairs to be OCE representable.
Conditional PorMolio Problem
For a given setting (y,, RF, P, PF, e), an individual can be thought of as facing a set of one-period portfolio problems, each of which is conditional upon an assumed value of first-period consumption and characterized by his seeking to pick that bundle of securities producing the preferred c. So far, in generating the "efficient set," only the agent's risk preferences (as represented by EV(c2)) have been employed. However, to determine the overall optimum from this set of (c1, c^2#)-pairs, it is necessary to employ his (ordinal) representation of preferences over certain consumption plans. As indicated in Figure  2, this results in (bc1, bC2#) being optimal.8 The intertemporally optimal savings (or 7To see that this c2-value is a maximum, note that when EV(c2) is evaluated using the asset demand functions h1 and hF, the largest value of expected utility holds. Since c2 differs from E[V(c2)] only by the increasing monotonic transformation V-1, c^2 and EV(c2) must be "equivalent" representations. Thus c2 achieves a maximum when EV(c2) does.
8It is not difficult to show that the joint consumption-portfolio problem ( -portfolio problem, equation (1) , can be reformulated in the above OCE framework: i.e., it can be decomposed both analytically and graphically into a set of conditional portfolio problems and a (Fisherian) consumption-savings decision problem. 2. It would be possible using the more general OCE utility hypothesis to solve the consumption-savings and portfolio problems simultaneously paralleling the conventional TPC approach. However, one of the primary objectives of this paper is to show that it is more illuminating economically to separate the problems.
3. Finally, we note that it is possible to drop the risk preference independence assumption introduced in section 3 and still separate the conditional portfolio and consumptions-savings problems. Let conditional risk preferences I tcl ] be NM representable with the period-two (conditional) NM index V.,(c2) depending differentiably on first-period consumption. Then an OCE representation will exist, as noted in section 3, and it is straightforward to show that the conditional portfolio problem can be solved using just the period-two NM index V.,, and further, that in the consumption-savings problem, just the consumption transformation function (and not the time preference indifference map) is affected by the risk preference dependence. We leave this generalization for later consideration.
ON THE SHAPE OF THE FINANCIAL AND CONSUMPTION OPPORTUNITY SETS: EXTENS1ON OF FISHERIAN TWO-PERIOD DIAGRAMMATICS
Definition 3 can be thought of as establishing a "consumer technology" in the Muth-Lancaster tradition. The consumer-investor can be interpreted as a "household" or "quasi" producer. Given the unconsumed portion of his y,-endowment, he acquires a portfolio of financial securities, the aggregate random return on which he converts into a certainty equivalent value for second-period consumption. Thus c2 may be viewed as a final consumption good or as a "characteristic" not acquired through exchange, but rather "produced" via the portfolio optimization and certainty equivalent process from the traded inputs (n, nF).
Key elements of this interpretation are noted in 
where the MTP function is evaluated at the optimum consumption plan (cl*, c2*). Given the OCE representation of preferences reviewed in section 3, equation ( Thus an individual will balance his first-period consumption and total savings so as to equate his marginal rate of time preference (for consumption in time-period one relative to the certainty equivalent consumption in period-two) and his (net) portfolio marginal certainty equivalent rate of return.l4 As the following theorem establishes, under the standard assumption of decreasing absolute risk aversion, the consumer will require a premium in certainty equivalent second-period consumption, in excess of the net risk-free rate of interest, to be willing to postpone one unit of first-period consumption. 
where PA(C2) was defined by equation ( Second, there is a question of approximation. For some joint consumption-portfolio problems i.e., specifications of the "environment" and choices of V and U the set of optima produced by the richer OCE representation model may not differ materially from the single TPC solution.
